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When Jack Morgan opens the Mumbai branch of Private, the world's most elite detective agency, he

hands the reins to top agent Santosh Wagh. Now, in this teeming metropolis of over thirteen million

people where the guilty have everywhere to hide, Santosh goes on the hunt for one elusive killer. A

killer who is targeting seemingly unconnected women and placing strange objects at their death

scenes in a series of chilling rituals.  As the Private team races to find a link that will lead them to the

next victim, an unseen menace threatens to destroy the agency from within-and plunge the city into

chaos. With countless lives hanging in the balance, Santosh must confront the demons of his past .

. . before Private India meets an explosive end.
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The geographical descriptions of Mumbai left me bewildered....too much like a travelogue.The plot

had some interesting turns but the story could have done without the gory parts.I enjoyed all the

earlier Private novels but this one disappointed.

I wish there was an option for no stars because this book fits that category. I have read and

thoroughly enjoyed all the previous books in the Private series but this one is the first Patterson

book I just couldn't read, let alone finish. The Indian names were completely confusing and it was

hard to tell who were the good guys and who were the bad. A list of characters at the beginning of

the book would have been so helpful. When reading a book becomes drudgery, it is time to put it



aside. The co-author may be one of India's finest but his work just isn't my cup of tea.

I have read most of James Pattersons books and loved them all until i started to read this one... i

forced myself to keep reading hoping it would improve but i have given up ... i found it dull and

boring and cant believe James Patterson had anything to do this book .. the only time its picked up

was when Jack arrived on the scene but for me that still couldnt save it ..

I've enjoyed the Private series until this book. If I didn't know this was written by James Patterson, I

would have guessed it was written by a inexperienced writer. Very disappointing!

Without a doubt the worst novel I have read in years. Patterson is formulaic. He wants to put his

private agency everywhere in the world, but this India idea was a poor one. Hackneyed boring

characters and stupid background stories. For example, one character left the US and returned to

India because of a violent attack by skinheads while taking a family stroll around Baltimore. Really?

Have you been to Baltimore recently? There is a lot of violence there, but I don't think white

supremacist groups are one of their major problems. Silly story, horribly written

Really Poor!While I usually enjoy most of James Patterson's books, and especially the Private

series, this one was very poor. It did not seem like a Patterson book. Now I understand he has

different co-authors, but I will not waste my time on one by Ashwin Sanghi again. Too many

characters, difficult to follow names, Come on, Patterson, spend more time on your plots and get

more into the writing again.

Not as lively or as vibrant as other Private series. Found this one to be dull by comparison.

First book I ever read with James Patterson's name on the cover I didn't like, and I have read them

all!! I felt is was slow moving and at time difficult to follow. I was very disappointed in it. If you are a

fan of the style in which Patterson books are usually writte, I would not recommend this book. Sorry

Mr. Patterson.
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